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Introduction
Bitcoin is one of the types of cryptocurrency 
created in the year 2009 designed for the 
recent globalized market scenario. The 
reason behind the name of Bitcoin is that a 
paper is termed as bit and the currency as the 
coin. Bitcoins usually appear as balances in 
the account of the user of any Bitcoin profile 
and there is as such no physical evidence of 
the virtual currency but only balances kept 
on a public ledger in the cloud. At the time 
of a transaction, a verification is done as to 
undertake that the monetary transaction has 
been done without any kind of mishandling. 
Bitcoins are neither issued nor supported 
by any financial organization, Central 
Bank or government across the globe and 
are even not valuable as a commodity. The 
traditional online payment charges some 
amount of transaction amount that is to be 
paid to the financial intermediary related 
to the transaction. But Bitcoins offer easy 
transfer of the money without paying a 
large amount of transaction fees. They can 
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be exchanged for traditional currencies and 
its exchange rate against the dollar and few 
currencies entices promising investors and 
traders involved in currency plays. The coin 
is available in various denominations like 
millibitcoin and microbitcoin. 

Objectives of Study 
• To understand the Bitcoin dynamics 

and mechanism across the globe.
• To ascertain the impact of Bitcoin on 

Indian financial sector.

Literature Review
Yermack (2015) concluded that Bitcoin has 
realized only limited consumer transaction 
volume, with an average thriving below one 
daily transaction for the few merchants who 
accept it. Its volatility is significantly higher 
than the volatilities of widely used currencies, 
imposing large short-term risk upon users. 
Bitcoin’s daily exchange rates exhibit 
virtually zero correlation with extensively 
used currencies and with gold, making 

bitcoin inoperable for risk management and 
exceedingly difficult for its owners to hedge. 

Eyal and Sirer (2015) pointed out that the 
Bitcoin mining protocol is not incentive-
compatible. They have discussed how 
colluding miners obtain a return larger than 
their reasonable share. This attack can have 
noteworthy concerns for Bitcoin: Rational 
miners will choose to join the selfish miners, 
and the colluding group will surge in size 
until it converts to a majority. 

Gervais, Karame, Capkun (2014) remarked 
that existing systems are governed by means 
of transparent and thoroughly scrutinized 
legislations, vigorous decisions in Bitcoin 
are taken over the interchange of opinions 
among designers and mining pool owners on 
mailing lists. On the one hand, the Bitcoin 
ecosystem is distant from being decentralized; 
on the other hand, the growing centralism of 
the system does not stand by any transparent 
protocols. This could, in turn, lead to severe 
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consequences on the fortune and standing of 
the mechanism.

Eyal, Gencer, Sirer and Renesse (2013) 
concluded that Bitcoin-NG is a radical 
scalability plan that employs “micro blocks” 
and “key blocks” to circumvent the switch 
between transactional throughput and 
dormancy in bitcoin’s current peer-to-peer 
communication system. The authors also 
introduced few innovative metrics such as 
consensus delay and mining power utilization 
for computing the security and proficiency of 
block chain protocols.

Research Methodology
This paper is both an exploratory study as 
well as based on descriptive studies.  Survey 
and Direct Interview method was used to 
obtain first hand data from 50 corporate 
professionals and executives working in top 
MNCs of Delhi-NCR about basic awareness 
about Bitcoin and other questions designed to 
highlight identified variables. The secondary 
data was procured from papers and studies 
done already.

Analysis and Discussion
Section I: Bitcoin Trading Mechanism 
and Performance Evaluation 
The key benefit of Bitcoin system, equated 
to the digital currency methodologies 
established before Bitcoin, is that it permits 
transaction between any two parties without 
the mediation of an authority like central bank. 
A public ledger of transactions is maintained 
in the peer-to-peer network of Bitcoin 
users. The dealings such as the number of 
Bitcoins received and sent by a specific 
user (Bitcoin address) are maintained in that 
ledger. Miners in the Bitcoin mechanism are 
the bodies that unravel the computational 
proof-of cryptographic problems and hence 
create the blocks which form the Bitcoin 
transactions. Miners also get remunerated 
in terms of Bitcoins for resolving the proof-
of-work cryptographic issues. The Bitcoin 
cryptocurrency archives its transactions in a 
public log called the blockchain. Its security 

rests analytically on the distributed protocol 
that sustains the blockchain run by miners. 
The Bitcoin functions in the mode as the 
ATM that comprises of a string of numbers 
or letters attached in a certain fashion. 
A pin is often presented to the user of the 
Bitcoin account for undertaking any type of 
monetary transaction with any individual 
across the globe. The prices of bitcoins 
have gone through various schedules of 
appreciation and depreciation termed as 
bubbles and busts. In 2011, the value of one 
bitcoin swiftly rose from about US$0.30 to 
US$32 before coming back to US$2.  During 
the 2012–13 Cypriot financial crisis, the 
bitcoin price activated and recorded a high of 
US$266 on 10 April 2013, before hitting to 
around US$50.  Bitcoin has volatility 7 times 
greater than gold, 8 times more than the S&P 
500, and 18 times greater than the US dollar 
(Exhibit 1)

After a prickle in its value in 2013 and 
consequent instability of its price, the 
value of Bitcoin has started steadying of 
late. However, recurrent disagreements and 
emergence of whims like ‘Gold for Bitcoin’ 
have raised significant legal and policy 
issues with respect to handling cybernetic 
currencies. The Reserve Bank of India and 
the European Banking Authority have also 
alerted the users against the dangers of 
virtual currency but have not recommended 
any regulations. However, the New York 
State Department of Financial Services has 
originated a set of regulations which are also 
not extensively acknowledged by the Bitcoin 
community. Between December 2016 and 
December 2017, the price of Bitcoin has 
risen almost 1600 percent as depicted in 
Exhibit 2

Section II: Bitcoin- Impact on Indian 
Financial Sector
Cybernetic currencies are becoming quite 
popular in India due to its wide publicity. 
Although such virtual currencies have no 
legal grounds or support mechanism few 
bitcoin exchanges are operating in full 

swing for example Zebpay, Coinsecure, 
and Unocoin etc. Significantly Bitcoin has 
become more popular after demonetization. 
However, people are hopping into trading 
of Bitcoins without clearly knowing its 
operative mechanisms and attached security 
risks. Bitcoin is not legally acknowledged in 
India. Income tax authorities are reportedly 
scrutinising transactions at bitcoin 
exchanges in Mumbai, Bengaluru, Delhi and 
Gurgaon. There is no clarity on the charge 
of taxes associated to bitcoin transactions 
in the country. There are supposedly at 
least 11 Indian bitcoin trading platforms 
that reportedly claim to have about 30,000 
members transacting at a given point of time. 
Ministry of Finance Government of India has 
instituted an inter-disciplinary committee to 
investigate and report the status of virtual 
currencies both in India and globally. Till 
date, trading in virtual currencies including 
bitcoins are not officially legalized in India 
and it is the outstanding proceeds in bitcoin 
in last few years which is fascinating the 
prospective investors. Also, there is no link 
as such witnessed between the event of 
demonetization and Bitcoin prices in India. 
On 2nd Aug, 2016, bitcoin price was at $550. 
There was a gradual upward movement 
since then. Bitcoin prices in India were 
rising steadily even before 8th November’s 
2016 demonetizations announcement by 
the government. There is no immediate 
upsurge in bitcoin prices post 8th December. 
In fact, there was categorically no price 
movement after demonetizations since 
India has an insignificant share in the 
global bitcoin industry. For the international 
bitcoin community, demonetization in 
India was not a relevant event. (Exhibit 3 
and Exhibit 4). During mid-June, bitcoin 
prices had reconvened from $450 to $770 
in less than 1 month time period. In general, 
the bitcoin cognizance in India has gone 
up since demonetizations. Bitcoin trade 
network in India is very small and it has no 
impact on global bitcoin prices. As on Dec 
2017, Rs14.1 lakh is the amount one has 
to render to buy one unit of bitcoin from 
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Bengaluru-based bitcoin firm Unocoin, 
including a fee and tax. Considering that 
scale of virtual economy is already about 8 
billion dollars, Indian legislators should first 
entirely comprehend the legal and policy 
issues connected with virtual currencies like 
Bitcoin before articulating any protocols for 
handling them. 

Direct personal interview was conducted of 
50 corporate professionals and other investors 
to evaluate the extent of their awareness 
about the cryptocurrency in practice 
particularly Bitcoin. Few of the respondents 
were actually the Bitcoin investors. Based 
on the survey and interview the following 
fears or challenges about the popularity and 
acceptance of Bitcoin in Indian economic 
context is discussed through multifold of 
challenges faced by Bitcoin in India: 

Since the value of money is driven by public 
faith and government support, it is not 
reasonable to entirely rely on Bitcoin as a 
medium of currency.
• Lack of suitable legal grievance 

redressal machineries for shielding 
and protecting the interests of investors 
have still not developed in India 
hence users cannot mitigate unwanted 
financial risks. 

• Multifaceted complex issues relating to 
territorial jurisdiction might ascend in 
case of transnational Bitcoin dealings 
between users of different countries.

• Bitcoins in India still being in 
exploratory stage also pose few risks 
wherein the money generated can be 
used for disreputable activities like 
backing crime and terrorism, currency 
laundering, illegitimate money 
transfers, tax evasion, etc. 

• Circulation of Bitcoins being fixed 
around 24 million currently, makes it 
immune to inflation but has a fabricated 
in deflation possibility which might 
boost hoarding of Bitcoins. The case is 
quite similar to that of gold except for 
the fact that it has no physical form or 

fundamental asset which further adds 
to speculation and unpredictability of 
its value.

• Intricacy of complex mining 
algorithms and poor technical know-
how might make it difficult for financial 
intermediaries to comprehend and 
work with virtual currencies centered 
on mathematical algorithms. 

• Inspite of the limitations discussed 
above, in India Bitcoin has been 
generating stable returns every year 
except year 2015 when it generated 

negative return. On an average basis 
it has generated a yearly return of 
412% during (March 2013-Feb 2018) 
whereas it is only around 19% in case 
of Nifty Sensex (Table 1). As far as risk 
is concerned; the standard deviation 
of Bitcoin has been 394%, which is 
on a very higher side as compared 
to 13.67% in case of Nifty. Based on 
return per percent of risk, Nifty stands 
comes before Bitcoin as an investment 
opportunity (Table 2).

Exhibit1: Price - Volatility relationship of Bitcoin
Source: www.wikipedia.org

Table 1: Trading Volume of Bitcoins in INR traded at Localbitcoins exchange during 
(March 2013-February 2018)

Date Trading  Volume (BTC) 
expressed in INR  (crores)

NIFTY Sensex (Market 
turnover)

01-03-2013 11.4009 3648.803
01-03-2014 114.3466423 4785.759
01-03-2015 639.5094 6770.306
01-03-2016 1103.0027 6449.571
01-03-2017 1227.491169 10816.723
01-02-2018 463.0998062 16748,057
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Table 2- Average Return and Average 
Risk (March 2013-Feb 2018)

Para- 
meter

Average 
Return

Average 
Risk 

(standard 
deviation)

Return 
per 

percent 
of Risk 

Bitcoin 412.117 394.213  1.045
Nifty     19.30        13.675   1.41

Exhibit 2: Surge in price of Bitcoin 
during Dec 2016 - Dec 2017

Source: Bloomberg

Exhibit 3: Bitcoin price movement post 
Demonetization in India

Source: www.coindesk.com

Findings and Conclusion
In India, till date, the significance of bitcoin 
as a medium of currency exchange seem 
limited, predominantly if one ignores the 
illegal activities. It has been used as an avenue 
to relocation of funds outside the traditional 
and planned channels and, apparently, as a 
speculative venture opportunity. Individuals 
bet on bitcoin with an intention to develop 
it into a full-fledged currency. Few of 
bitcoin’s features brand it less appropriate 
than prevailing currencies and payment 

structures. But if bitcoin becomes extensively 
accepted, it will definitely not remain 
free of government intrusion, because the 
governance of the bitcoin code and network 
is impervious and susceptible and demands 
a stable watchdog authority. As legislators 
look for a way forward to standardize 
Bitcoins and other virtual currencies, they 
have comprehended that it is too early to 
design a suitable legal or policy reaction 
for running virtual currencies like Bitcoin. 
Like every other know-how, it must be given 
some time to progress before an absolute 
legal and policy machineries are articulated. 
In this respect, a multi-stakeholder approach 
to deliberate upon these diverse instruments 
can prove to be a convenient starting point 
to deliver some form of strategy in context 
of managing simulated currencies like 
Bitcoins in India. Additionally, it is essential 
to initiate an inter-disciplinary sensitivity 
within experts like solicitors, financial 
intermediaries, banks and software engineers 
etc. to commendably contribute to such 
multi-stakeholder mediums and support in 
creating a win-win status quo for all backers. 
There is need to plan appropriate courses or 
training curricula for the same. Hence, it is 
exceptionally vital that Indian legislators 
should organize multi-stakeholder mediums 
to for initiating better inter-disciplinary 
policy frameworks ties for formulating 
appropriate public policy regulations to 
implement the virtual currencies like Bitcoin 
and constantly evolving action plans to make 
sure that they reach their rational conclusion. 
It can be concluded that Bitcoin has become 
prominent inspite of its volatile nature as 
there are solid strikes in its assessment in 
a short time of period across the globe and 
even in India. Therefore, purchasing Bitcoin 
with the equivalent amount of risk taken as 
capitalizing in securities market prove to be 
a substitute in terms of earning revenues.
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